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..,..,.-..a.,OUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

"we ca n suppl y from this country enough
food for 32,ooo,ooo people."
In view of the characteristic caution of
this man and this Union, 32,ooo,ooo may be
taken in future as the min imum limit fo r the
disc ussion of possibilities.
MORE REINFORCEME T
From the same cautious Union comes the
statement, in its Information Service for
August, 1948 (p. 135) that there is a relationship between the size and the productivity of
pasture field s. "There is a decided fa lling ofi
in the output per acre as fields grow larger. "
THE WOOD AND THE TREES
The Ministry of AgriculLure has znnounced in M.A.F. 2166 that " Investigations
have shown that certain substances applied to
the soil can be taken up by plants, and will
make the plants so treated poisonous.. . .
This is dangerous, beca use selenium compounds are' insidious poisons to man."

So fa r, so good. But the Ministry confines its warnings to gross cases. It does not
seem to warn us against more subtle and slow
poisons which are beyond the range of the
chemi st but are bad because they are contrary
to right reason.

A LIMERICK
There was a fa natic named Cripps,
Woo was badl y mixed up by the Whips,
With Astor and Laski,
G iving Butler a task he
Much relished in stopping all N ips.
-H.R.
" I expect," said D are, "that some ass--"
"Psychologist," suggested Windover.
" The same thing, old man, " was the retort.
-From The N ight Club,
by Herbert Jenkins.

ORGANIC FARMING AND
GARDENING
By H . R. BROADBENT
for the American public the principles of Sir
ADVICE on the technique of organic
Albert Howard 's system. He publishes a
farming and ga rdening has been, in the
magazine, Organic Gardening, and had Sir
main, confined to accounts of individual
Albert Howard as co-editor. The two together
experience. The information, for instance,
formed a strong team, and , due a great dea l
which appeared in Soil and H ealth has given
to their influence, the number of people using
an impression of particular examples, islands
organic methods has grown with great speed .
of trial. The magazine was a centre fo r
W e are now receiving the benefit of their
exchange of in formation and, of its nature,
enthusiastic work in the form of a series of
could not avoid a n effect of haphaza rd colpaper-backed booklets under such titles as
lection. It was only in major works, such as
Compost and How to Make It (2/ 3), QuesFarming and Gardening for H ealth or
tions and A nswers on Compost (1 / 9), Our
Disease, that the broader inclusive picture
Friend the Earthworm (s/-), Leaves and what
became apparent.
they do (1/9), Th ree Crops (2/3)• .
We still lack in this country a Press
The pr ices of individual brochures are
capable of givin g in formation on methods of
somewhat higher than are usual for a similar
orga nic far ming and gardening in booklet
quality of production in this country, but
form of the type which is issued on various
that is the penalty we must pay for our
branches and details of branches by the Mi npresent lack. There is a grea t deal to be
istry of Agriculture. It may be claimed tha t
learnt from the publications of what the other
much knowledge on th e subjects is still exman has been doing and can do.
perimental, but nevertheless the grouping of
In the collapse of our semi-scientifi c age
knowledge ava il able would help. W e must
the writings will hel p to ind icate the direction
be grateful to the Rodale Press of America fo r
in which we may g row aga in .
providi ng us with examples of what can be
• F ull p articulars fr om The B lotechnic Press
done in this di cection . J. I. Rod ale is the
Ltd. Monom ark address: BCM / Biotechnlc,
author of Pay Dirt (15/-)*, which expounds
London , W.C.l.
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THE POPE TO THE LAWYERS
DISCOURSE OF 20th MAY, 1948
TRANSLATED BY WALTER SHEWRING
ELCOME; it is a real joy for Us to see
~en's .complex ~elationships with each other,
bl d here for the twentieth
mcludmg espeCially the realm of property
. you assefmthee In ternational Institute for
and of mutual services? Only if one refuses
anmversary o
· h · d' 'd 1
if .
h L
of Personal Rights. A fter
to see m
t e m IV! ua anyt h'mg more than
Un ymg t e ;w nsparing toil your jubilee
a mere unit, one among an indefinite number
twednty yeka:s dol ugleam throug' h the dense
of equally anonymous units, a mere element
sen s a !11 y
.
.
h
I
1
.
m a s ape ess mass or cong omer:J.t 10 n which
h t nshrouds mankmd to-day op1
g oom t a e
d
'
·
h
·
f
k
·
f
ressing our western civilisation an over1s t e very opposite o . a ny md 0 societyph d ·ng the whole realm of law. Be
only then can one chensh the fond illusion of
S a OW l
) .
)) h
.
.
assured that none feels this more deeply than
re~ atwg a . uman rel atiOnshtps on the
the Ch urch, since with good reas?n she reb~sts ofbl publbc ll'akw ?lone-!not to mention
d herself as the mother of tillS western
t at pu tc aw 1 ·ewtse co lapses when once
g:ar. 1.s tion whose impact has passed beyond
the human person with all hi s attributes
C!Vl !Sa
b
'd d h b .
the nations of Europe and America to those
ceases to. e c.ons1 ere t e egm ning and end
of the whole worl d.
.
of all soctall!fe. .
.
You will understand then the !Jvely
These _re A ec tiO~s bear specw ll y on th ose
interest that We have taken in the account of
t:e-al quest1ons wh1ch ~o~ cern th e personal
our Institute's activities hitherto. T?e work
n g ht to. property. T.h t s ts the ce ntral and
has indeed been arduous, doing credit to the
focal po.mt around wh~c.h your work is bound
intelligence, learning and indus~ry of those
to g ravttate. R ecogm.oon of p:i~a te rights
who have given themselves up to 1t. We.rr:ay
here sta.nd~ or falls wtth recognn~on of peradd further : it has been work of. untmng
s?nal ?tg mty of rna~ a~d of the tmprescrippatience, of steadfastness in pursuw~ Y?ur
t1~le n g hts and dutte~ mseparably bound up
aim, of careful and delicate tact in cons1denng
wtth the free personaltty he has received from
and gauging possibilities that va~y .so muc?
~od . Only one who denies to man the
with the capabilities and charactenstiCs of th1s
?~~~Jty of a fre.e person . can admit the possor that nation. Above all, work of ~nwavertbtbty of replacmg ~he nght to private proping trust in man 's inborn sense of n gh.t ~nd
erty (~nd hence pnvate property itself) by
justice-manifest witness to. the co~vtctlon
some 11l- de~ned system of legal ~ssura nce and
that beneath the inexhaustible va:tet.Y . of
g uarantees 111 the order of pubb.c law. May
forms, law presents a groundwork of JUndtcal
we ne~er se: the day when a dectsive cleavage
elements common to all.
on thts pomt should come to divide the
We are happy to be with you in this and
na.tions I The work of legal unification in
eagerly seize the chance you offer Us of d.eth1s matter of personal rights, difficult as it is
d aring once more Ou: pe_rsonal confidence 111
al:eady,. would then become impossible. And
this sense of law and JUStice that has roots so
With th1s would come the fall of one of the
deep in human nature, Our personal convicmain pillars which for so many centuries have
tion of this ample groundwork of law comu pheld the fabric of our civilisation and
man to all nations. May you find this assurwe~tern unity; like the columns of an ancient
ance from the H ead of the Universa l Church
temple, it would lie buried under the wreckan encouragement and a spur to pursue your
age it made.
task wholeheartedly!
.
H eaven be praised, things are not so
One could not take on oneself to un1fy
desperate yet. Yet the unsc rupulou sness with
the law of personal rights among nations
which nowadays incontestable private rights
without bei ng first convinced th at such a law
are violated, not only in the particular behavdoes indisputably exist and is everywhere
iour of certain nations but in international
binding. Again, how cou!d one be convinced
agree ments and unil ateral interventions is of
of its existence and universal appli cabi~ity
a kind to alarm a ll the accredited g-ua;di ans
with~ut ~ ! so being convinced. th~t human perof our civilisation. B.ut, again, things are
sonahty 1s bound to extend Its 111fluence mto
not yet d esperate, and , m the juridical life of

W
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nations, healthy forces seem to be reviving,
gaining strength and encouraging hope. One
token of this renewal is, in Our eyes, the persistency and perseverance of this very Institute of yours, to which many States and
organisations have already given and will

doubtless continue to give their support. Most
sincerely th€n We declare once more the
hopeful interest We take in this anniversary,
\vhile We call down on you, on your families
and dear ones, the abundance of God's graces
and blessings.
.

THE UNCONSCIOUS SIXTH
COLUMN
By JOHN
THE not unnatural but too exclusive
preoccupation of many teachers of Catholic
social doctrine with the special case of the
industrial worker has led them into two gross
errors, which are fraught with lamentable
consequences. The first is to assume the
pet manence of industrialism, not as saying, as
we were so often told, "industrialism has
come to stay," but as saying, by implication,
that it has come to stay in the same place.
The second is the attendant belief that since
industrialism must thus be in some way a
part of the Divine Plan, it cannot be in any
way inherently evil, but can be and must be
"Christianised." Neither is "false doctrine"
in the moral sense. The first is bad in economics, the second bad in psychology.
In an attempt, estimable enough in itself,
to give some practical expression to the
Church's teaching o~ the "right to a livin&
wage," these apologists have taken the indus.:
trial society as the "norm," and together with
an unacknowledged acceptance of all the
Victorian assumptions of an automatically
progressive industrialism, have taken our own
as "standard," though not all have gone to
the grotesque length of arbitrarily assessing
the living wage in the pounds and shillings
of our highly artificial, and as it now turns
out rapidly disintegrating, way of living.
The confusion is well illustrated in a
recent statement by Cardinal Gerlier, and in
a use to which the present writer has seen it
put, as justifying renewed strikes in our own
country. At the most charitable view the
statement was an intervention in the wave of
French strikes to express a warm sympathy
with the real hardships suffered by poorly
paid workers. They did not, the Cardinal
said, receive "a living wage." But he did
not blame the employers; he did not know
who was to blame. The workers, he as good

BOAK
as claimed, were entitled to this living wage
whether they earned it or not, and even
whether or not there was the wherewithal to
provide it. There can, of course, be no
quarrel with the underlying suggestion that
an economic system which left masses of men
in hunger and distress was to be forthrightly
condemned; but that is not what he appears
to have said, and it is certainly not how he
was interpreted. If there is to be any sort
of meaning in logic it was interpreted, and
with good reason , not as a claim against the
economy for an equitable reward to labour,
but as claiming a positive right to a given
standard of living.
It is the vague feeling that these are somehow the same thing that is at the heart of the
confusion. It is sentiment, perhaps commendable sentiment, in the place of reason.
The "right to a living wage" is a part of the
demand that the economic system shall be
just; the "standard of living" is wholly a
matter of economics. The labourer is worthy
of his hire; but there is nothing in that to
mean that an Englishman or a Frenchman is
by divine ordinance entitled to a higher
standard of living than, say, a Greek or a
Spaniard. The first is a question of morals;
everything that is implied in the second is a
question of cold economic facts.
There is a similar confusion about the
further clarification of what is meant by the
living wage which speaks of the worker
enjoying a share in the abundance he helps
to produce. That is the only relation between
the living wage and the standard of living
which can be a moral requirement. The
standard of life obtaining amongst the workers must bear a fitting relation to the wealth
of the society, and the right of the worker in
this matter is, for instance, superior to the
even laudable encouragement of the arts by
5

a wealthy oligarc~y or the purwit of a gre:tteur m the appurtenances of the
ness 0 r grand
.
·
h. 1
State or nation. But the wteq:~re~auon w ~~ 1
is commonly being put u~on It IS of a quite
d'IIerent order ranging m advocacy from
~odest and al~ost meaningless bonus .and
profit-sharing schemes to extreme sy?dJcalism. It is being suggested, .not on}.Y mdec?,
that the worker must share ll1 the profits~
but that he holds a a right a title to. share m
"the ownership and control" of wdustry.
Schemes are being propound ed on behalf. of
the worker, because he is a "worker," wh1ch
would forcibl y wrest from the employer, JU.st
because he is an "employer," property 111
industry which is as lcgitima~ely .hi s as his
hat or his coat. We are bemg asked to
believe that the rights of the worker are such•
that if you get somebody in to clean th e si lver
he not only acq uires the moral right to receive, say, a couple of spoons, but. must also
be called into the farmly couno l to help
decide what you shall all of yo u have for
dinner.
Both these sets of ideas, looking to the
continuous improvement of the worker's
standard of li fe, or to the sharing by the
worker in the ownership a nd control of industry,. draw their inspiration froJ? the .tragic
evils which were either brought mto bemg or
brought to the pitch of veritable heartbreak
by the industrial revolution. .They se.t out,
in particul ar, to remed y the evils of an mdustrial society. But just as they in such large
measure so derive, so do they also require, for
their fulfilment, the continuance and even the
continued prosperity of the industrial system.
Hence our apologists find themsel ves driven,
not always, I think , with a good conscience,
to the defence of industrialism itself.
lt is true, of course, that they make no
defence of the worker having his jacket
whisked away to the ceiling lest he should
don it a moment too soon, having somebody
at his elbow with a stop-watch to see if a
particul ar job cannot be speeded up by a
second or two, and the similar refinements
of modern industrial efficiency. But it is
more and more becoming common form to
say th at there is nothing repugnant to the
dignity of man in the nature of the work
itself; that monotonous repetitive work, even
under the speed-stress of the modern conveyor
belt system, whilst perhaps a little trying to
6

the human spirit, is not insupportable and
certa inl y not inherently evil. That it is not
of its very nature evil is, of course, obvious
enough, for it is not of its nature different
on the one hand from any other form of
routine, or on the other, from any other sort
of working together as a team. But that is
not the whole of the problem. There can be
nOLhing inherently wrong with a group of
men in a boat rowing in unison , but there is
all the difference in the world between a
college eight and a Roman galley.
It is doubtless a ls~ true that many bctory
workers feel no speoal sense of frustration
fro m the lack of the particular satisfaction
th at comes of individual creative effort and
that even if they did, by the heroic pr~ctice
of Christian virtue they could sublimate their
labour, however tedious and menial. But so
could the galley-slave. The important thing
is th at g reat numbers of men do in actual
fact find t.he nature of their work repugnant,
and that 1t plays no very small part in their
di scontents. "Improvements" in industrial
t~chnique, and greatly incre~sed regimentatJo~, have more than outweighed the gains
agamst the lon~er h.ours and the grinding
poverty of earher times, so that working
hours can now never be short enough and no
sort of bribe can be adequate. The "inevitability" of the industrial system is for countless thousands only relieved and made tolerable by the faint but unfailing hope of some
day ':inning a football pool and escaping
from It.
But bad as that is, what is to become of
it if the industrialism we have known, so far
from being permanent, is economically unsound, even if only in the sense of inevitably
passing like a tidal wave first over one country and th~n another? Bad as they are, these
are not qUite so much the wrong answers as
tl1e wrong questions . What happens to the
living wage interpreted as a constantly improving standard of living if our present difficulties, so far from being temporary, really
portend an economic decline that is inherent
in our inClustrialism and in the money system
th at has evolved with it? What is the use of
talking glibly about profit-sharing when you
are actuall y living on your rapidly diminishing capital?
The answers are grievous indeed. Wheth- ·
cr or. not with the Marshall Plan ) and with
or without \Vestern Europe being welded into

an economic unity, there can still be no
prospect whatever of our regaining that position of expanding commercial and indu stria l
supremacy which we have so foolishly come
to regard as " normalcy." We are faced with
an inescapable decline in the standards of
living, or, as it should more properly be
regarded, with a fund amental change in our
way of living. Either by the painful method
of having our industries fail one after an
other, or by intelligent anticipation, we have
to adapt ourselves to the economy of a modest
industrialism aimed at providing primaril y
for our own needs, and an agriculture that is
aimed, to the limit of possibility, at selfsufficiency. That is the area of choice.
There can be no factor more potent in
such a choice than the attitude of the workers
themselves. Yet nowhere is there more
strongly held the unreasoned belief in an
inevitable and unending material progress.
When conditions worsen, as they will, and
they find hunger, unemployment and increasing distress staring them in the face, will
they as readily say this too was inevitable?
Will it have availed much to have given
them our own rather pale but still rather rosy
version of a Socialist heaven in an industrial
society? May they not angrily conclude that
it was too pale? The present writer sees no
sure indications that the situation which has
arisen in Prague or Budapest will not arise
here within three to five years, and many
indications, American aid notwithstanding,
that it will. There could be nothing more
fallacious than the notion that it is precluded
by Communism seeming to have been "held"
at a distant continental boundary. It is not
the proximity of the Red Army, but the
interior weakness of our economic structure
and the exasperation of the workers at its
collapse that brings the menace nearest our
threshold. Except for a tiny minority, the
workers will not have wanted it any more
than the Czechs or the Hungarians, but they
will have nevertheless opened the door to it.
That is the crux, and there may be little
indeed that we can do about it. Disappointed and unable to believe in the breakdown
of ' the modern Utopia, the workers are mistrustful of everybody. But at the least, and if
for no other reason than in the interests of
accurate thinking, we ought to see to the reorientation of Catholic thought.

A PRAYER
God, Father of us all, Ruler
A LMIGHTY
of the Earth and Judge of all men, to
Whom we must render account of ourselves
when our lives are done; look down this day
upon us, who adore Thee, and do in our
blindness seek out the means to do Thy will :
look down, and give us of Thy goodness
both sight to see and strength to do those
things that be acceptable before Thy throne.
Look down, 0 Lord , upon this farmstead and all that dwell in it. Bless the earth,
and the beasts, that all in due time may render
Thee their increase. Bless the seed, that it
may grow in a deep soil. Bless the soil, that
our valleys may laugh and sing in the time
of harvest.
Bless us, 0 Lord, who labour here together to Thy glory. We are Thy stewards,
keep us simple and patient as the beasts,
make us fruitful and uncomplaining as the
ground. And, insomuch as Thou hast
ordered the beasts in subjection unto us, and
give n us the ground for our provision, let us
show ourselves worthy of these Thy gifts by
using them duly and by ordering of ourselves to be their masters. Thou hast set us
above the beasts in understanding : let us use
it right. Thou hast set us over the earth with
a plough : let us not turn back from it.
Whatsoever work is done in this place to-d ay,
let it be to Thy service, and grant us as
humble ministers of Thy will so to perform
our tasks that at the end we may be found
worthy of life eternal. Amen, 0 Lord, Amen.
-The Prayer of Amos Ward, in Dewer
Rides, by L.A. G. Strong .

UNCONSCIOU S HUMOUR
Ministry of Agriculture Press Notice.
9th September, 1948 (M.A.F. 2193)Mr. J. N. McClean, a member of the
Smallholdings Advisory Council constituted
by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries
to advise him on matters connected with
smallholdings, resigned recently on taking up
anothet· appointment.
The Minister has appointed in his place
Mr. R. J. Chad:on , who farms r , 200 acres
in Lincolnshire and is Vice-Chairman of the
Parliamentary Committee of the National
ParmerJ Union .
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THE LAST
G.

OF THE REALISTS

AND HIS WORK
K. CHESTERTON
By HAROLD ROBBINS

AU right.., are reserved to the author

continued from Vol. 15, No. 2

Chapter 6

THE PAPERS AND THE LEAGUES
And gentlemen in England now a-bed
Shall think themselves accursed they were not here.
-King H enry V , Act IV, Scene III

sincere hope that readers
E It .
i~ my ter or the last and the
. NOT .Will not take this cha!ts 'or sectional struggle.
~~~ ~h~~e~ee:~:~;~omings-and I have tried
b t them-we offered the first
.
a. ou
be f ranfik ht
to anised
against the oncoming Servile
rt!te we gdelayed if we did not destroy it.
Th · k has all to be done again, and now
it ~ ~~fbly a fight •for all men of good-will.

rJUiE first pa~r ·of· the 'series was The Eye
.1_ Witness in 1911, edited by Hilaire Belloc.
After about a year it was taken over by Cecil
Chesterton who changed the title to The New
Witness after the Marconi case. He carried It
on until he succeeded in joining the Army m
1916 when Gilbert Chesterton took it over. In
the 'earlier years, although they had from the
beginning a "Distributist" fiavour, both papers
were concerned chiefiy with drawing attention
to political corruption and the sale of honours.
These are certainly of great importance, but all
three papers kept to the end a fringe of supporters who were interested in clean government,
but in nothing else mentioned by them. This
bended to be an embarrassment more noticeable
towards the end, anct explains to some extent,
the air of internal struggle in the Leagues, which
to a superficial outside observer like Mrs. Sheed
seemed to take a greater place than it did.
Much the same may be said of the literary
fringe which valued the papers for their high
literary standard, and was relatively urnnterested
in anything else. A curious example of this
occurred as late as 1934, when G.K: s Miscellany
was published. It purported to be a reprint of
representative articles from G.K.'s Weekly . I do
not know who made the selection. Certainly
Chesterton himself had nothing to do with it.
But whereas the paper was reme.rkable chiefly
for its Distributism, the Miscellany emphasised.
to say the least, its literary content, which was
not inconsiderable. For instance, K. L. Kenrick.
who had written largely and with distinction on
Distributism in both papers throughout their
career, was not represented at all.
Gilbert himself. was a frequent contributor
to The Eye Witness and the first four years of
The New Witness. The date of his assumption
of. ti;~e editorship of the latter was roughly
C0111Cident w1th the preponderance of the Distributist component over the others in the paper,
and this process tended to continue until the
third of the series. G.K.'s W eekly , ended after
his death in 1936.
It was said by Gilbert of himself. and by
others of him, that Ae was a bad editor.
Whether this is true or not depends on what we
expect in an editor. If we want a man who
will keep a close and steady supervision over the
whole conduct O'f a paper. including- its bu$ines8

and finance, then Gilbert Chesterton was a bact
editor. But if we want a man who can write
what no other man can write, who can keep his
paper closely to his ch~en point without getting
monotonous, and who, m partiCular, iS of such
. . or
n~ e ver tlli'nks of questiomng
i ':( tha t n 0-o.""
qua l't
changmg h is leadership, then Chesterton was not
only a good editor but a great one.
This is, perhaps, bhe place to point out the
great weakness of the two papers from 1916 to
1936. Chesterton did not pretend to have any
notion of financial control or management. That
was not what God put him on earth for. And
no-one in any close relation with the papers
could be unaware that they were always run
more expensively than was at an necessary. I
cannot believe that no responsible person was
available in London who could have kept expenses within the bounds of receipts. Certainly
he was never in evidence during those twenty
years. Chesterton himself seemed largely· unaware of this crucial absence. It seems to be a
case where, as in the BriLish Constitution, his
advisers were responsible. He was curiously
obstinate in keeping the whole control in his
own hands. (I remember only one exception,
to be mentioned in its place: and even there the
decision had already been taken). This was so
entirely unlike his humble a.nd self-effacing char.
acter that the explanation must be sought elsewhere. Its nature must be a matter of guesswork, but to suggest that it lay at Beaconsfield
is the most likely, No doubt he did put money
into the paper. The ugly truth is that most of
it was due to the absence of elementary management, and it is useless for Mrs. Sheed to
deprecate• the expense ?13 a drain on both hi~
finances and h is energies. Both could have been
avoided with ease if advisers had been allowed
to have a say. No-one, as I cannot insist too
much, would have expected Chesterton to be anv
gooct at business. but why did not wme of the
people who boasted of his affection and / or
friendship do it for him?
Two reservations must be made briefly here.
I do not recall that any material financial crisis
coincided with a period when Mrs. oecil Chesterton was in charge. No-one who knows that
very remarkable joUJ·nalist a nd woman could
doubt that the boat would have been correctly
swung whenever she was ca.Jled to the helm.
The other point is that I must really remind
Mrs. Sheect that financial sacrifice was not confined to Chesterton. Excep for a short period
of about twelve months. payment for contributed
~rticles was neither asked nor expected, and
many of us contributed our mites when an S.O.S
~o · 'he paper was sent up.

This is as much as any outsider is entitled
to say, but I must add a word on the general
point.
Chesterton took over The New W itness and
started G:K.'s Weekly because he wanted to play
the part m sa vmg . England which was imposed
by his qualities. He encouraged the formation
of The New Witness League and The D istributist
L eague for the same reasons. These, in his view
were the most important tasks any Englishman
could undertake. The future will prove him
r ight, if the present does not. It is useless 'for
Mrs. Sheed to sigh: "Was it worth while? ...
And yet at moments imagining the poetry the
philosophy, that might have been ours-an~ther
White Horse, another Everlasting Man-I am
tempted to wish that t hese year6 had not th us
been sacrificed to the paper which enshrined his
brother's memory.'••
But this enshrines two fallacies at least:
that Gilbert was less Of an Englishman, even
le<s of a Distributist, than his brother: and
whatever his original purpose in 1916, he had no
solide1: reasons even than his brother's memory
for gomg on. and that what he did wa~; of less
permanent value than another White jlorse or
Everlasting Man. After all, he had written both
No doubt if subjects of equal vitality occurred
to him he wrote on them too. She· does him
great injustice in suggesting so severe a limit to
his powers. But he had written both, and he
had not yet finished his life as editor of the
Weekly. It was more important to save Sanity
nnd Engl!l.nd th!l.n to write another Ball::d. Does
anyone disagree?
I must repeat here that there are only three
reasons •for either Papers or Leagues of the kind
considering here:
are
we
1. They must fmmulate a body of doctrine.
2. They must put it over in such a way as to:
3. Attract a following sufficient to ensure that
public action is influenced or changed.
I shall have more to say about these at ~he
end of the chapter, but here one point must be
made. The effect on PUblic action is not neces.
sarily immediate. Work done, and done well.
may not be reflected in public action for many
years. The force of example and logical proof
is delayed very frequently until events have overtaken it.
THE NEW WITNESS
Throughout Chesterton's editorship he was
supported normally by either Mrs. Cecil or w. R.
Titterton. It could be relied on to give dreaded
publicity to any ramp whose success depended
on silence, as an increasing number of ramps
depend on silence until they are well into the
saddle. The Marconi tradition persisted, as
when Chesterton tried to get Mond to prosecute
him as already described; when the great Aeroplane Dope scandal was exposed ; when very
unwelcome publicity was given about the new
onslaught on the poor ; or when outside writers
such as Mr. Percival F . Smith contributed his
damaging and remarkable series on The Gold
Lords.

Together with this, the Distributist teaching
was being hammered out by Chesterton himself.
a na by such outstanding writers as K. L. Kenrick. Eric Gill and Fathers McNabb and
McQuillan.
$

• Life. p .

456.

Life, p. 413.

I t was never clear to the outsider why The
Some of us were inclined to suspect the Beaconsfield Influence, and
certainly Chesterton's references to Mrs. Cecil
about this time showed a curious uneasiness. It
may well be, of course, that Mrs. Cecil, as the
widow of the OJiglnal owner, had more say In the
conduct of the paper than Beaconsfield approved.
Certainly, even at this early stage, Mrs. Sheed
can say of Frances Chesterton : "In the decision
to edit the paper he had not even fully her sympathy:•• tThis 1s another example of powertul
understatement).
However that may be, the last number of
The New Witrress appeared on 4th May, 1923.
Three curious facts m ust be recorded here.
1.-At the very moment of closing down, Chesterton announced In the last Issue his intention
of starting again at once-"Even apart from
our particular purpose of a new paper·•
(Leader of 4th Me.y, 1923) and In the first
comment of the week: "The date of publication or the new paper will be announced in
the public press. The price will be 6d."
2.-The offices, and the bulk of the senior staff,
were kept on from then until 28th March,
1925, when the first regular 1ssue CJf G.K.'s
Weekly appeared. This is a per!oct of nearly
two years, and the only overt activity during
it was one specimen Issue of the new paper on
8th November, 1924. If Mrs. Sheed requires
an explanetlon of where Chester ton's £3,000
really went, perhaps it will be found here.
No explanation was even forthcoming to the
outsider. Throughout the course of both
papers, at any rate from about 1920 onwards,
the remarkable feature of the Annual Balance
Sheets sent to shareholders wa.s their uniform
lack of any useful information at all. Presum.
ably they were accepted by the Public Regis.
trar. If so. we have a remarkable example of
what Big Business must be able to get away
with. This interesting 'fact was never used by
the paper in propaganda.
3.-As a very modest shareholder, I attended the
business meeting which wound up The N ew
Witness and Inaugurated G.K.'s Weekly. I
shall never forget with what obvious surprise
Chesterton received a suggestion from me that
the new paper should bear the words "Incorporating the New Witness." I pointed out
that if the old paper were just left to die, it
would be a typical joke of Big Business to
start another with the same title as an organ
of its own. This, obviously, had never occurrect
to Chesterton, who adopted the suggestion at
once. What is more to the point, however, is
that clearly it had not occm1-ed to his business
advisers either. whoever they were. This Is a
good illustration of what I have mentioned
above.
THE NEW WITNESS LEAGUE
If I am not mistaken, Mrs. Sheed does not
mention the New Witness Leagne at all. I t
held its opening meeting In London about the
time of the Armistice in 1918. I was not present,
but Brian Harley, who was. told me that it was
a crowded and enthusiastic meeting, at which a
'number of 'eminent people spoke. Unfortunately for Distributism, most of the speakers seem
to have been keen on rrmovin~ corruption from
politics, but on nothing else. Now a strong negative is useful when pre<:....sed in associa.tion with
New Witness had to go.

• Life, p. 212.
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other positive ideas, but in isolation it does not
laSt I believe a few other meetmgs were h~ld
in London, but the League there was r:eally stil!born. Its hiStory, which laste~ until 19.21, IS
largely the history ar the Birmmgham Branch.
soon after my return, I attended the second
meeting there. Harley W8.6 Hon. secretary, and
was succeeded later by Kenrick, and I was made
Chairman.
we concentrated on Distributism, with
special reference to the attack on the liberty and
dignity of the family by the eugems~ and the
new Ministry of Health. The ongmal group
was joined by the Rev. Joseph Hogan, who
proved a real tower of strength. I remember
several small conferences in his house, where he
assembled a surpriSing )'lumber of emment people
from all over the country. N?t much result may
have been noticeable at the tun.e, but I thm~ the
agreements made there bore widespread frUit m
later years. The Glasgow contingent: in particular, had solid local achievements to 1ts credit.
There would be little point now in trying to
detail the local Birmingham operations. The
high-spots were a very successful large meetmg
of members of Trade Unions, addressed by
Father Vincent McNabb on the threat to pemo~al
liberty; addresses to tw~ of the . ex-Service
associations absorbed later m the Bnt1sh ~egwn,
on the same subject; a big public meetmg (m
association with the Mothers' Defence League),
addressed by Mrs. Cecil Chesterton and Father
Vincent, and a Press campaign in which we got
a lot of publicity •for our points in a local Sunday
newspaper. F inally, we were allowed to address
the local Trades Union Council, and we got m
touch with the then Secretary, the late Mr. F.
w. Rudland. J.P. This last development led to
a very curious example of the over-riding force
of anti-eatholic prejudice. When we had been
on the friendliest terms with Mr. R udlanu for
some time, and he had helped us to get several
articles into the local Labour newspaper, we met
him one day to discuss some development which
I have forgotten . To our surprise we had a very
hostile reception. It appeared that someone h ad
told him that a n umber of us were Catholics.
He said quite frankly that he had no use for
catholics and would not co-operate with us anv
longer. We reminded him that this fac t did not
invalidate the arguments and facts he had
already accepted. Nothing we could say got
behind this entirely unreasoned prejudice. The
whole at this part of our work crashed at once.
It was at this point, about the enu of 1920,
that we learned a lesson which wa.s to be useful
to us later on. We had tried. with reasonable
success, to build up a body af membership, and
we held quite a n umber of meetings to keep it
interested. But work crowded on the Committee
so thick and fast that we rather forgot our own
members. After the Trade Union crash. we re·
membered them rather belatedly, only to find
that they had melted away. Nothing we could
do built up this mem bership again.
I remember that during our active period
several enquiries were made of Miss Dunham , in
The New Witn ess office, as to what London was
c.:loing. That body seemed to have sunk without
trace; and Mrs. Cecil Chesterton talked m'lre
than once of getting the League funds transferred to Birmingham to help us to carrv on. Thecc
also, app:tren~.I y, were sunk without trace.
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In tM Spring of 1921 we found ourselves a
lonely branch without . any trunk or other
branches, and we fell qUietly to the ground.
G.K.'s WEEKLY
The paper was launched, a.s has been said,
in March, 1925. "Frances had not the complete
sympathy with Gilbert over. the paper that she
had over his other work (L tf e, p. 381. Another
powerful undel"Statement).
Alderman Cedric Chivers. of Bath, and Lord
Howard de Walden were, I think, the chief financial supporters. The latter contributed an occa.
sional article under the name of Ellls. In the
advance specimen number already re'ferred to,
Chesterton made two things quite clear: that he
had agreed to the use of his name under duress,
and that the paper would be Distributist. H<>
said: "So blindly and blankly h as this natural
social ideal been ignored in England, that I really
do believe it to be true that my normal ideal is
Jess known than my name. I am therefore
driven to use the name as the only familiar
introduction to the ideal.
B ut 1 live in hopes of seeing this relation to
things reversed. I shall work upon this paper
in the h6pe tha.t familiarity with the name m:~.v
be allowed to fade as familiarity with the cau~e
increases; and that that will increase and I shall
decrease. Then perhaps a happier generation,
Jiving under a healthier social order, may be completely puzzled by the initials that stand at P· ,
head of this page. Learned professors will
ponder upon what the hieroglyphic of "G.K."
can possibly have signified; t hose holding the
barbaric theory of the twentieth century interpreting it as "GOd Killing," while those with a
more pious idealisation of the past translate it
as "Greater Knowledge." Students of contem .
porary literature may sunpose it to be a sort of
monogram of God and Kipling or possibly Kipps,
while dynastic historians prove that it was but
a ceremonial inversion elf King George. But I
shall not care very much what they say, so long
a,s they say it in a free country where men can
own once more.
For there is no nobler fate than to be forgotten as the foe of a forgotten heresy and no
better success than to become superfluous ; it is
well with him who can see his paradox planted
anew as a platitude, or his fancy shed like a
feather when nations renew their youth like
eag~es: and when it is no longer thought amusing to say that a farm should belong to a farm er
and no longer called brilliant to suggest that a
h uman being might live in his own house as in
his own hat, then indeed the trumpets of a fin al
t1iumph will tell us we are needed no more."
We were never able to understand whence
C'ame the irresistible force to use his name in
t!l.e title. It is clear that Shaw, whose att.it1'cl"
was most friendly and appreciative throu ~ ho ut,
wM strongly in favour of Chesterton's Weeklv .
but as Gilbert rarely took his advice on other
noin1R. he i~ not likelv to have done so h ere.•
Probably the use of his name was a m istake.
Certainlv it was a mistake for Distributism, but
that can'•t be helped now.
When t.he paper first P.ppeared, Chesterton
was so enthusiastic that he wrote. if possib'c,
too much. For instance, Letters to the Editor,
• It is

a m usin ~ that in a letter urging this Sh~w
said : "As the success of Prohibition is so ovrrwhelming that it is bound to become a commonplace of civiliGation." (Life, p. 4201.

collected then and later under the title of The
Cockpit, were answered individually for a time
by Chesterton himself. The sensat-ion of being
bludgeoned was irresiStible, even to Di.Stributists.
What effect it must have had on outsiders must
be left to the imagination. He soon gave up this
practice, and left things to be worked out by
general argument, as was proper.
But of course a Cockpit which was really a
free for all, could not be made to look like a
P .S.A., as Mrs. Sheed seems to think. It was a
Cockpit, and happily remained so: one of the
few free Cockpits left in the country. What
alwa~s surprisect me about it was not the hard
hitting but t he good temper, at least in the
earlier years.
There can be no doubt that his intentions,
both in title and in conduct, were most humble,
and had reference solely to the work in hand.
But it involved him in too much labour which
could have been done better by others. Early
in 1926, W. R. Titterton was asked to act as
assistant edltor. Titterton is a very fine journalist indeed, but would never claim for himself,
nor would anyone claim for him, that he was
also a business expert. It does not seem to have
occurred, either to Alderman Chivers or to Lord
Howard, that the kindest thing they could do
for both editor and assistant, apart from the
precarious position of t heir own money, was to
see that an adequate business man was included
in the team.
One editorial point of some interest must be
recorded here. While Chesterton was absent
abroad in the late Spring of 1926, there occurred
the great Coal Lock-out, and the General Strike
which supported the miners. Titterton came out
strongly on the side of the miners and strikers,
in a mimeographed isSue, because the printers
were on strike. He was supported in t his by
Chesterton himself,• but many subscribers took
the other view and there was a minor row.
I think there is no doubt that in this case
the editor and assistant took the right line ; but
the inciden t afforded, the first ominous rumbling
of the earthquake which, much later, was to
split both P aper and League from top to bottom.
In this case, there could be little doubt where
the Distributist point lay, but it proved tha.t
there had to be a Distributist point before anybody took a line on anything. There were other
points, as will be seen, where Distributists might
reasonably differ . I cannot be sure that this
lesson was adequately learned.
Things drifted on with both the paper and
the money going great guns, until the early
Autumn of 1928. Then, Alderman Chivers being
ill at Bath, Chesterton anu Cecil Palmer journeyed thither to form a quorum 'for an emergency Board Meeting. Chesterton was also taken
ill there, and the meeting was actually held .in
the Alderman's bedroom. A deplorable financral
position was reported, and Palmer, 8.6 the only
fit man present, was deputed to investigate and
act. It would have been better if the phrase
had ended and report, to give time for reflection.
At this time there was a group of young critics
anxious to form an Editorial Board, and Mr.
Palmer deposed both Tltterton and the BusineSs
Manager , and formed the Board under his own
Chairmanship.
Both the matter anct the manner of this
proceeding caused a storm in the League, and
• Titterton, p. 157.

the Central Branch and/ or Executive asked for
a special League meeting to discuss the position.
For the first and last time, Chesterton agreed to
this. At all other times, he or his advisers
declined to let the League (or anybody else) have
a say in the running of the paper.
Poor Chesterton, thus confronted with a
situation in which he was more victim than
arbitrator, spoke at some length after Titterton,
representatives of the new Editorial Board, and
members of the League had stated their cases.
He wa.s more uncomfortable, and more unhappy,
than I have ever seen him. It was said of him
that he was an infallible judge af principle, but
a bad judge of men. His humility, here, served
him ill. He was honestly unable to understand
that any but the purest motives had existed anywhere. In any case, it is only fair to him to
remember that he was deeply indebted to Chivers
both for much finance and for much kindness,
and the operative decision had been conceded
already by the terms of the Bat h meeting.
Anyway, the new Board had it. Everyone
was heartily sorry both for the Old Man and for
Titterton.
The new Board did not actually operate for
very long, and the effective conduct of the paper
then fell to the brothers Macdonald. It was not
announced who suggested the Board. Certainly
not the League, anu the Branches were not consulted. So ended a very unhappy cont roversy,
in which, as I have suggested, the chief mystery
was why such a hoodoo hovered, and remained
over the business conduct of the paper. It must
remain a, mystery now.
However, the paper had survived a crisis
that would have killed any paper less solidly
supported. It remaineu in full vigour until the
Old Man's death in 1936.
At this point, perhaps, I should draw attention to the importance of W. R . Titterton's G.
K. Chesterton: A Portrait, published in 1936. It
is, I think, mentioned only in the Bibliography
of the Li'fe. Despite the obvious haste of its
writing, it is as masculine in its outlook as the
Life is feminine. The Biogra pher wlll find in it
much that is essential to his purpose.
I think it should be emphasised here that
the Old Man, as he was generally and affectionately called, sustained the burden of editorship
for twenty years. Seven years of The New
Witn ess, two years interregnum which can
hardly have been less of a strain, and eleven
years of G.K.'s W eekly. In that time he also
wrote over fifty books. Can any author show
such a record of fertility and vigour? And much
of his work in the papers has n ever been reprinted. This was the man who might have
written another White Horse. In God's name
did he not write enough? Some hoped h e might
be saved from the paper. More will be glad
that the paper saved, him from his friends.
It does not seem that with the files open to
inspection, I can add usefully any more on bhe
paper itself.
But it must be emph8.6ised that it fulfilled .
and continued to fulfil, the essential function •
keeping a large group together, and of presenting, with admirable cogency, the convictions wr
all shared. I must allude here, without prejudlce to much other valuable work, to a couple
of remarkable features which I have not had
occasion to mention elsewhere.
1.- For many years, a whole page of advertisements of small workshops . was maintained.
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This severely practical step has been largely
overlooked, but it cannot . have been without
great etiect in mamtammg the ongu~a l
nucleus and in encouragmg the modest mcrease in numbers whicn is one of the few
lights on a darkening scene.
.
2.-The weekly satires of Mr. A. M. Curr1e, who
wrote usually as Agag, were of outstandmg
importance to the paper. I have heard C~es
terton who was not addicted to unmearung
compllrnent, refer to Mr. Currie as "the gr~at
est satirist of modern times." In all humility,
I concur.
•

•

•

•

;
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THE LEAGUE
The honow· df having first suggest~d ~
League to support G.K.'s Weekly an~ to fUJ ther
its principles, seems to belong to MI. J. Culle~,
of Manchester, in a letter whrch appeared m
the issue of 25th April, 1925. Sever~ from
different hands appeared at mterv~s late1. The
League held its first formal meetmg m London
on 17th September, 1926. Capt. H. S. D. Wen~
was appointed Secretary,_ but pressure of other
work compelled his reSignation after a few
months.
.
t t
t
He put forward a.s a preli.mmary s a emen
of objects;. .
1.-To reform the present state of polltrcal
corruption.
.
.
2.-To secure restoration of those llbertres of
the subject abrogated during the war . .
3.-To prevent the establishment of the Servrle
State.
D'
4.-To work for 'he esta.blishrnent. af the rstributive State in Great Britam. .
.
5.-To organ ·se the collection and d1stnbutwn
of information on these points.
This was adopted. Soon afterwards a;1
amplified statement was drawn up a nd approved
by the Executive Committee in the followmg
terms. The characteristic shifting of emphaSl"
from the political to the social an d econom1c
will be noted.
THE LEAGUE

(President: G. K. Chesterton)
The League offers the only practical alternative to the twin evils of Capitalism and
Socialism. It is equally opposed to both : The.·
both result in the concentration of property
and power in a few hands to the ens'avement
of the majority.
The League stands for the Liberty of the
Individual a nd the Family against interference
by busybodie~ monopolies, or the State.
Personal Liberty will be restored mainl y
by the better Distribution df Property (i.e.,
ownership of land, houses, workshops, gardens.
means of production, etc.).
The Better Distribution of Property will
be achieved by protecting and facilitating the
ownership of individual enterprise in land,
shops and factories.
Thus the League fights for Small Shops
and Shopkeeper5 against multiple shop.~ and
trusts. Individ ual Craftsman hip and Cooperation in indust~·ial enterprises <everv worker shou d own a share in the Assets and
Control of the business in which he works).
The Small Holder Pnd the Yeoman Fa me-against monopolists of large inadequatel •
farmed estates.
And the Maximum mstea<l of the minimum initiative on the part of the citizen.
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Formation of the Central Branch in London
a nd of other Branches in London an<I the prov:
mces, proceeded apace, and there can be no
doubt that the time was fully ripe. In 1927 I
counted as many as twenty-four Branches. The
question of a name was a real diJDculty. How
was one to describe the normal in terms which
wou1d attract the normal citizen? There was a
generaJ desire to avoid labelling it the Distributist League, as who shoUld say something like
Socialist or Conservative. But so many alternatives, many of them pungent, were put forward,
as to be an embanassment. Finally, I suggested
The League tout coUJ·t, as implying revolt, and
provoking enquiry. This was finally agreed but
caestcrr.on was rather unhappy over the laCk of
precis.on in the title. He suggested, as a subtitle in brackets. For the Restoration of Liberty
by the Distribu.ion of Property, and this was
duly added. But, as might have been expected
this addendum tended to be included with th~
title, and Lo appear cumbrous and a trifle pompous. Finally, in desperation, it was tacitly
agreed in June, 1928, to call it Th e Distributist
L eag ue.

Now, as Kenrick said to me once: "It takes
a long time to make a Disttibuti.st." That is, an
abnormal society does not grasp, instantly and
completely, the virtues of the normal. As most
of us understood it, its philooophy covers so
m uch of life as not to be segregable into watertight compartments of the mind, as are other
isms. It was agreed tacitly, therefore, that our
primary job was to recruit, and to train the
recruits. This kept us all busy for the bulk of
1927. In that year, however, three very useful
pieceG of work are to be recorded. Mr. H. E.
Humphries produced Liberty and Property, a
remarkable little book which was the League's
first considerable weapon. Although Mr. Humphries was only in his late teens, h e wrote a
very finished and effective statement. His later
breakdown in health deprived the future of a
\·cry valuable leader.
The League in London took a. very solid part
in fighting the destruction of the indenenden
'buses by the traffic Combine. It wa13 cl;·t--acter!stic of the times that the Press adopted the description of these inoffensive and long establishe<!
'buses as pirates. The pirates seemed to us to
be quite other, but they achieved, finally, another
Sack of Panama.
There was a. very useful series of public
meetings in London, notably What Poland I s.
addresoed by Chesterton in July_ and the great
deba te in the Kingsway Hall on 28th October.
This lflst deserves some memories, because it
aroused what seemed to me a disproportionate
~mount of public interest. It was a debate between G. B. Shaw and G. K. Chesterton on Do
We Agree? Hilaire Belloc was in the chair.
Shaw was very gracious in consenting to the
debate, and more gracious still in declinin~>; all
n'lyment for it. I have no first-hand knowledge
of how it was fixed up, but Titterton (p. 193)
says it was by the efforts of Gregory Macdonald
and H. E. Humphries. It was a.rranged for the
debate to be broadcast by the British Broadcasting Corporation, and, this led indirectly to a
startling incident. The B.B.C. had insisted that
all doors to the hall be closed promptly at 8 p.m.
The precincts consisted of a sort of horse-shoe
rnrridor. with mal" v doors open'ng into the great
, 'l'l 'tself. These were d 1ly locked at 8 p .m ..
and Shaw opened the <lebate. But the preci ct

I

were •f ull of people, mostly university students,
who were a tnf!e late. They made such a noise
when they realiSed that they were locked out
(with admi&Sion paid) that Shaw was visibly
rattled, as I !lave never seen him to be elsewhere.
Listeners on the wireless must have suspected a
riot. The proceedings had to be held up while
the disgruntled late contingent took their places.
Both speakers were, I thought, rather below par,
but the meetmg was voted a huge success. The
League netted (I speak from memory) some £300,
and Chesterton acknowledgect Shaw's generosity
at a League dinner the following evening. Characteristically, he proposed as the toast of the
evening, Our Greatest Enemy. If Shaw heard of
Lhis, and of the spontaneous appreciation of the
point by those present, I think he must have
been pleased. The Secretary was paid, and some
leaflets and pamphlets were printed, but our
hope that the bulk of the money would remain
as working and fighting capital was not realised.
At the end of 1927, the provincial Branches
openect their contribution, when Liverpool staged
a considerable Exhibition of the work of crafts.
men. About this time the Central Branch made
·t practice of addressing the multitude in Hyde
Park.
There were three main events in 1928. In
June, the Birmingham Branch issued what became known as The Birmingham Scheme, possibly the most important contribution ever made
by the League to the solution of the distressing
extent of permanent unemployment. The full
text is given in Appendix A. Altogether, successive editions <lisposed of some 20,000 copies.
Briefly, the purpose of the scheme was to settle
families in communities on the land, by capitalising the amount of individual Unemployment
Benefit paid out unproductively in any case.
Apart from the use of this annual sum to finance
the cost of land settlement, the only payment
by the State in t he first edition was one lump
sum of £30. The realist recasting, in the light
of later interest rates and unemployment benefits, brought down the total cost to no more than
one-half of the payable subsistence benefit.
The germ of the scheme may be found in
some articles of my own . I s British Indust7ialism Doomed? which appeared in The Month for
September and October, 1925. The scheme itself
was elaborated by a Committee of the Birmingham Branch.
It has been said, in the only substantial
criticism af the scheme ever made, that we were
very innocent people to expect a purely capitalist
government to adopt the scheme. even in any
parti?.l form . But that was exactly the point.
The scheme established, once and for all, that
even on strict lines of capital and interest, the
disgraceful unemployment would not be removed
if it meant an exposure of the system and :>
recreation of diffuSed property and true rural
communities. I hope that will be remembered.
in America if not in England. Unemployment
was soluble on the strictly conventional capitalist
principles. It was not solved because it involved
The Restoration of Liberty by the Distribution
of Prope1·ty.

It may be mentioned here that in December.
1932, the Branch took advantage of a newly
coste<l edition of the scheme to send a copy with
a covering le'ter to every Member of Parliament
and to ~'elected members of the House of Lords.
Only three replies were received out of over 650

copies and ietters sent. Of these, two were
t01·mal cards of acknowledgment.
It may also be mentroned here that what.
amounted to a highly intelligent projection of
J'he Birmingham Scheme was wntten in 1938
and published by the League. It was by the
Rev. W. P. Witcutt, LL.B., a member Of the Bi.rmmgham Branch, and was a booklet of some
tuty pages callect The Dying Lands. It sets forth
m conclusive terms that there are many people,
and many districts, in what were called the distressed areas, for whom and for whrch Indus~ rialism has no further use. An imperium in
zmpeno, on Distributi.st lines, could be started
ttlere without any difficulty, expense or damage
to anybody. It also has been ignored.
The other principal event of 1.928 was also
by . the Birmingham Branch, and was the
Gwtnnett Case, reported in G.K.'s Weekly of
22nd December, 1928 (and correspondence during
January, 1929). This must not detain us but it
was of considerable importance in the ca~paign
against the oppression of the poor by the rich.
The Branch engaged counsel to defenct a poor
man at Wolverhampton who was being prose cuted because he would not agree to a tonsil
operatron on his child. (The operation itself
was a matter of medical fashion. Except in a
few peculiarly obstinate quarters, it has now
been abandoned by the profession except in
P"thologicaJ cases).
.
I remember it was a lady beak; which thing
IS an allegory. By no fault of hers Mr Gwinnett was not constrained to the opel·ation. The
local authorities were circumspect for some time.
During the year, there was increasing
pressure from moot of the Branches for the compilation and publicatiop of the Manifesto and
Programme for which the time was more than
ripe. Quite evidently Th e Outline oj Sanity gave
only the essential outline: to convince members
and enquirers we must have a detailed statement, not only of why, but of how, Distributism
proposed to <lo it. There was a very curious and
sustained reluctance on the part of the Executive to tackle the- job, and this reluctance lasted
for some year;;,. Meanwhile we were losing members and recruits. More serious still, we were
losmg Branches, which had dropped from twenty.
four to about twelve by the end of 1928. We
warned headquarters repeatedly that the economic crisis, which everyone knew was coming.
would be our big chance, and must not find us
unprepa.red with an1munition.
Liverpool again opened the ball in 1929 with
Questions tor Candidates.
All the political
parties at the General Election of that year were
a_greed that candidates should not answer questJOnnatres sent by organised bodies. The leaflet
proposed and issued by Liverpool was therefore
to be handed to voters. who would themselves
ask the questions at candidates• meetings. The
text follows: I cannot be sure that it is th
original Liverpool fmm: it may have been
adapted for use by Birmingham as by other
Branches. Many thousands of copif6 were distributed in Liverpool, London, Birmingham and
other centres.
QUESTIONS FOR

CANDIDATES

Will you in place of the
Unemployment Benefit, promote or support legislation to provide sustained financial assistance for any man or familv re::tdv
to settle on the land?
·
·

1.-Unemployment.
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2.-Loosen the Grip OJ the Greedy. Are you
in favour of anti-trust legislation and complete revision CJf Company Law, to dis-

courage combines?

3.-Property jor All. Will you promote or suP-

port legislation to increase the number of
property owners? (e.g., to break up large
estates both rural and urban, and to facilitate the transfer of property).
4.-Help tor the Land. Will you support the
farmers• demand for a three party conference to construct a national land policy?
(We import annually a hundred million
pounds worth of produce which could be
grown at home).

5.-Freedom, not Officialdom.

(a) Will you vote for the restoration of
personal liberty lost during and since the
war?
(b) Will you oppose the tendency to legislate
by Orders in Council?
(c) Will you oppose Prohibition and Local
Option?

6.-Cleaner Politics.

(a) Are you in favour of the public audit of
the party funds to expose the sale CJf
Honours and Polley?
(b) Have you a vote in the Constituency for
which you are standing?
(c) Are you prepared to vote against your
Party Whip on any of the policies that
vou have here declared?
In Birmingham we were all set to carry on
with our programme for land resettlement
when an unexpected crisis emerged and demanded our full attention. About this time
some old fool from Australia died and left a
hundred thousand pounds which, it was decided,
was to be used for the furtherance of propaganda
for sterilisation in this country. (What could
we not have done with that or any amount of
money!). A highly expensive and violent campaign opened at once, and it spread to all sorts
of mlmicipal and private societies. We were
compelled to divert our attention to stopping
this dangerous ramp. We hazed the late Neville
Chamberlain.. then Minister of Health. ana
frightened h1m off an evident intention to set
up a government Committee to "consider'• the
matter. Main details will be found in The
Cockpit in G .K.'s Weekly for 23rd March and
8th June, 1929. Later in the year was issued
The Wood Report in three volumes. This was
the report of a Committee set up by the Boards
of Educat1on and Control in 1924. It had enormous (and topical) publicity in the Press, and
was of the usual type-very hostile to the poor.
who were qu1te out of order in thinking that anv
fault attached to the wolf upstream , and were
t<;~ be set upon accordingly. The Branch complied a very damaging criticism of the findings
of th~s Report, which ran to some fifteen pages
of pnnt• We sent it to the .Ministry of Health
an~ to prominent medical men. The absence of
le~lation fol!owmg this substantial and sustamed offensive may be taken to be another
useful piece of counter-battery work by the
Branch. To our knowledge. no other body was
prom1nent on the side of the poor.
To conclude here our anti-eugenlst offensive:
in the winter of 1930. the League published a
• :r"he substan~ of this criticism may be found
m my Exammat~on Of Eugenics, chapter 3.
The full text is m the Catholic G<lzette for
October, 1929.
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pamphlet entitled The War on the Weak, by K.
L. Kennck, M.A. (Oxen). It was prefaced by
this note: "During the months of September
October and November, 1930, the B.B .C. per~
m1tted Professor A. M. Carr-saunders, and Mrs.
Mary Adams, to broadcast two series of talks
entitled 'Standing Room Only: a Study in
Population,' al1d 'A1 or C3 : the Future of the
Race.' Just before Christmas the Executive
Committee of the Distri butist League applied for
permiSSiOn to broadcast a reply to these talks
and instructed the Birmingham Branch af the
League to prepare such a reply. The League's
application was not entertained by the B.B.C.,
but the reply was prepared and is here printed "
Behind this bald announcement lies ·a
struggle to induce a government monopoly to be
lffipartial rather than tendencious. It failed
entirely, but the fact was thereby established
beyond dispute.
In London there were two large meetings
in May and December, on Our Cure for Unem~
ployment and The Menace of Bureaucracy. Bo h
were addressed by G. K. Chesterton and others
Towards the end of the year, Headquarters so
faT ceded to provincial pressure as to invite
B_raz:ches to prepare and submit drafts of a
:lVJ.amfesto al1d Programme.
. 1.930 . was remarkable chiefly for increased
ac~1v1ty m Glasgow. That Branch, under the
gu1dance of Arthur Mason, began by a gre
Loan Plan for small men, which was scotched
only by the discovery that British Law confined
loans strictly to the big Banks. It then embarked on a remarkab)e campaign of open-air speakmg which wa.s not only remarkably effective b
lasted for some years. It also encouraged a 'very
successful Branch m Glasgow University, with
the grat1fymg result that Distributism formed a
strong party there, only sligh tly weaker than
those of the traditional patties. This also lasted
for a number of years. I remember a curious
per~onal experi~nce. resulting from the existence
thete of DistrlbUtlSm as a commonplace of
umvers1ty hfe. It was analogous to seeing somebody read one's own book in a train but it
cannot detain us now.
'
. Gooci local work (very much under-advertised) was also done at this time by Mancheste
(J. A. Toohey) and Liverpool (A . Anderson). Ne~
act1ve Branches appeared at Bradford (J
Gosney) and. Leicester (H. G. Weston).
·
In B1rmmgham the great event of the year
w!l's the Branch publication of The Fairy Ring
OJ Commerce by Commander Herbert Shove
D.S.O.. R.N. This was a full-length book of
wh1ch the central point was a remarkable intim atiOn, much before the fact broke through the
strong barrage CJf public reluctance, of the close
and mev1table association between Industrialism
an.d. sol! eroswn with general exhaustion The
ongm of the book was that when my ·friend
George Maxwell and I were talking to Shove h~>
threw .off .. almost in passing, the t hesis develoPed
later m 1ts pages. We bullied him until he
agreed to write it out, and, greatly daring I
committed my Branch to publication We s~c
ceeded m ~btaining guarantors for t~ expenses
of productwn, and an edition of 1,000 copies was
produced at 2/ 6 a copy. All were sold and
autho~. guarantors ana Branch received' some
financial return for time or money so risked
This .. pro:tJabJy, was the second most in1portant
contnbutlon of the League to the Distributist
exposure. Shove had a really first-cla•s mind
and lt was a gre?.t pity that his work in submar~

ines in the first World War should have damaged his health so as to restrict his activities in
retirement. During the second World War he
rejoined the Royal Navy, and contracted a fatal
illness on the west coast of Africa from which
he died on his return to England. God rest his
gallant soul. It is much to be hoped that a
second edition of this permanently valid book
may serve as a tribute to his memory.
In London there was a big public meeting
on 25th April, when Chesterton gave an address
on The Menace oj Empire, and on 29th June was
staged a debate on The Menace Of Prohibition
between Chesterton and the late Mr. E.
Scrymgeour, M.P., Prohibitionist Member for
Dundee. If I am not mistaken, this gentleman
had, then or previously, defeateo Mr. Winston
churchill in this constituency. So far as I know,
this debate was never fully reported. It was a
very hot evening, and Chesterton was much distressed on arrival, and on mounting the stairs
to the hall. I remember vividly how unanimously
we refrained from tendering help, so well was
it known how he hated it. I walked up the
stairs close behind him, in the vain <and luckily
for me unnecessary) conviction that I might
break his gargantuan fall if he toppled backwards.
During the debate Mr. Scrymgeour felt,
evidently, that a special effort was demanded
from him, and in one of his speeches he pullro
out the religious stop. He said that whatever
our personal preferences, in this matter of strong
drink we must be content to follow the religion
of Jesus. I saw the Old Man look across at l1im
with an expression as near annoyance as anybody ever saw on his face. In replying, he ~aid
he hoped never to be harsh ln controversy, but
he must point out a mistake of •fact in Mr.
Scrymgeour's last speech. It was when he said
that we must abandon strong drink because of
the religion of Jesus. "I think he meant
Mahomet."
The other high-s.pot of the debate was when
Mr. Scrymgeour produced statistics showing the
effect of strong drink on the poor. The Old Man
replied that when a young man he had on several occasions had too much to drink, and being
safely in the Middle Classes, he had been put
into a cab by his friends and sent home. "In
this way I did not become a statistic."
In July, Headquarters arranged for Capt. H.
S. D. Went to give evidence before the Royal
Commission on Licensing, which he d id with
great point, but with no effect on the unholy·
alliance between the big brewers and the teetotallers. In September, the League published a
pamphlet by Went on Th e Drink Problem: A
Distributist Solution. Its points are still valid
and will be put into effect when we Jearn sense.
A M&nifesto of sorts (it was no more than
a leaflet) was issued in November.
In 1931, the new Hon. Secretary of the
League, whom I am constrained to call X, for
1·easons that appear later. began to force the
issue of a Distributist Manifesto and Programme.
He was unable to get through the mysterious
Her:dquarters reluctance at this time. T he
economic and financial crash which moot CYf vs
had foreseen for years occurred in August. It
found us with many enquirers but no programme
to se' before them There ran be liLtle r!n•Jht.
that this wn~ the League's big chance, and that
it was muffed.

This year was notable for the first Summer
C.Jnference in September. It passed a strong
resolution calling for a programme. It 1s of
interest that about this time correspondence in
The Cockpit took on a note' of acerbity which
had been absent up to then.
In December, 1931, a domestic monthly
or~an- The Distributist-was set up, and was
edited by Branches in turns of about three
months. Glasgow, Birmingham, Central, Manchester, Mid-sussex, Bradford, Cl:"Y-desdale, and
then by various of these Branches. It is not
mentioned, I think, by Mrs. Sheed. It lasted
until the end of 1935.
The Hon. Secretary, troubled by the continued delay in getting out a programme for
which the material was now massive convened a
special conference to be held at 'Glossop, to
tackle the job properly, and to tackle nothing
else. It was held on three days of J une, 1933,
and 44 delegates attended from nine Branches.
With good will on all sides, great progress was
made, and further conferences in London and
Birmingham must practically have completed a
workmanlike job.
The programme did not appear, and X
ceasect mysteriously to be Hon. Secretary of the
League. On my next visit to London I made
enquiries, and this is what I was told. Naturally
I can give It only under reserve.
X was a Government servant. Now there
was certainly a fringe of pollticaliy-minded
people in and about the League, but in essence
it was social and economic. Civil Servants are
not forbidden to take part in social and economic
affairs. Someone evidently hact told his Department that he was Hon. Secretary. He was put
on the carpet, anct was given the choice between
immediate resignation from his job or from the
secretaryship. What is even more curious iS
that, according to this story, an undertaking is
said to have been required of him not to hand
over to the League any papers in h!s possession.
The League, t herefore, which had cheerfully left
in his capable hands the whole substance and
wording of an agreed programme, lost the lot.
We cannot say whether the Department was
merely applying a. stringent ruling, or whether,
somewhere, there was an intention to destroy
the programme. The reader's guess is as good
as mine.
•
Natun:lly, I have said this without X's knowledge or consent. He was a great Secretary, and
I salute him across the years. For the sake of
completeness, I ought to add here that about
this time a Distributist Party was being attempted in London, to run candidates for Parliament.
Both formally and actually, however, it was
quite distinct •from t he League.
A programme was finally published in Octo.
ber, 1934. but it was not what we had expected,
a.nd it attracted little attention. We had not so
much missed the 'bus we ought to have caught,
we hao been kicked off the last one that ran.
The League carried on until well after CheSterton\s death. but the heart was out of it. The
reasons behind this will be found in chapter 8.
Whether it will be revived now that the
war is over remains to be ,oeen. If it Is. the
sponsors will be well advised to adopt a federal
rather than a centralised basis. We h ave now
no great name to keep us together . on the
other hand. we have a large number of little men
in many pl~ces. and a case which time hgs made
c:tst-iron. This is the real ba~ i·:> for survival.
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Chapter 7
THE CATHOLIC LAND MOVEMENT

S

And hold their manhoods cheap while any speaks
That fought with us upon Saint Crispin's day.
-King H enry V, Act IV, Scen e III

o far a.s the pioneers everywhere were con-

cerned, the Catholic Land Movement grew
out of the Paper and/or the League. I was surprised constantly during its progress to find
that recruits and groups springing up in remote
parts of my area were practically always familiar
with G.K.'s Weekly and / or the League. The
Land Movement could not have been begun, and
certainly would not have lasted, without those
two sources of recruitment and inspiration. In
the case of Scotland, which was the first to start,
the Land Association began before the League
in Glasgow had become fully active. Everywhere in England the Land Associations were
formed at a time when the League seemed to
have ree.chcd the doldrums, and when immediate action, on a compact basis which offerect a
chance of success, appeared imperative.
It Is desirable to say here why we decided
to make the attempt on a catholic basis, although we all knew of the danger, and of the
tendency to say (wrongly) that only Catholics
were Distributists, whereas it is not only a but
the remedy for the whole of the industrialised
world. Briefly, there were two reasons. The
first was that immediate action being imperative,
there was much greater chance of the necessary
demonstration in a relatively compact group such
as the Catholic Body. The second was the result
of our reflections on settlement after training.
As Is well known, the difficulty with a community
E:et up artificially from any random cross-section
of society is to induce it to cohere. Such a community of Catholics would have, obviously, much
greater reason so to cohere than any random
community. We hoped, and said, that In the
social extremity many religious or other social
groups would follow our example. A county of
such "closed" communities admittedly offered the
prospect of some disadvantage. But the worst
likely to happen, we said, was an Annual Bother,
on November the fifth, or some equally suitable
ann! versary.
At that time, the minds of all decent men
were filled with the spectacle of a large part of
a generation rotting on its feet. The governments had done nothing towards a real solution
of the appalling unemployment. Nor, on strictly
industrial lmes, was any real solution possible,
for not only were foreign markets failing permanently, but industrialism needed a reserve cYf
unemployed to keep the employed in order.
Accordingly, they allowect mental decay and the
cessation of hope in up to two million people
while preserving them from actual physical starvation. The mere callousness of this attitude In
the governments will not soon be forgotten or
forgiven.
It was known to all, but admitted only by a
few. that industry could not revive to a point
which would absorb even the bulk of the unemployed. Therefore, any remedy must take them
out of the deadly competition altogether. At the
same time it was denied, without trial or nroof,
that an urban man could be trained to make an
indenendent livelihood on the land.
Not because we thought it the best or the
only thing to do, but because our poverty drove
us to it as a first and vital step, we deciclec!
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everywhere to begin by Training Farms for the
unemployed. That is, we sought to demonstrate
that urban young men could be trained for the
land. This we achieved beyond question, as will
be seen. In our innocence, we thought that after
the success of the demonstration we should be
able to secure government help for settlement
perhaps on the lines of The Birmingham Scheme. '
Scotland was first off the mark, as might
have been expected from the substantia l if unrecorded work of the Foundation Distributlsts up
there. Dr. John McQuillan calleu a meeting in
December, 1929, and the quarterly organ of the
Scottish Catholic Land Association : Land tor
the People, began its distinguished career under

his unchallenged editorship in January, 1930.
A year later, in February, 1931, the English
Catholic Land Association was started by a
group in London. But it was so clear that If
the work were to be done at all, several associations were necessary in England, that on the •formation of the Midlands Catholic Land Associa.
tion in the same month, the London group was
rem·ganisect a.s the South of England Catholic
Land Association. Others were started soon
afterwards, as the North of England (Manche£ter), Liverpool and Nottingham.
In October. 1931, Land tor the People became
a joint organ. and all six Associations united to
form a Standing Joint Committee in the Sllme
vear In 1934 this was formaliseu as The Catholic Land Federation; Han. Secretary, Reginald
Jebb. It was at this time that the Committee af
the Scottish Association, but not the Chairman
wi~hed to resume control of Land tor the People;
and The Cross and The Plough was started for
England and Wales, and Is still in existence
under my editorship.
'
Training farms were set up as speedily as
pcssible. First by Scotland at Symington in
AJ?ril, 1931, then by the South at Chartridge, by
Midlands at Market Bosworth, by Nottingham at
Panton, and b~- Liverpool at Parbold.
When the Associations were fully developed,
the officers and organisations were as shown in
the table on the next page.
Papal approval was also granted In a letter
dated 1st July, 1933. It will be seen that the
present Pope signed as Secretary of State.
Dal Vaticano,
1st July, 1933
The Holy Father has heard with satisfaction of the progress already made by the five
Catholic Land Associa.tions of Great Britain
and prays this important work of restoring
the sane and healthy life of the countryside
may be abundantly blessed by God and result
in a diminution of unemployment through the
development of the agriculture.! resources of
the country. to the fullest extent possible. As
an enco!-lragement to persevere in this good
work, H1s Holiness most gladly imparts his
Apo~tollc Blessing to all who are engaged in
helpmg to further this most praiseworthy
enterprise.
With the assurance of my personal good
wishes,
I am, Yours very sincerely.
E. CARD: PACELLI.

ASSOCIATION

-

scottish

PATRONS
The Archbishop of Glasgow

CHAIRMAN

hON . SECRETARY

Rev. John
McQuillan, o.o.

J.P. Magennis,
F .C.R.A.

I TRAINING FARM
Broadfield Farm.
Symington

s outh of
England

The Archbishop of Westminster
The Bishop of Northampton
The Bishop of Brentwood

Rev. Herbert
Vaughan, o.o.

B. Keating

Old Browns Farm,
Chartridge

Midlands

The Archbishop of Birmingham
The Bishop of Shrewsbury
T he Bishop of Nottingham

Rt. Rev. Mgr.
J. Dey, D.S.O.

H. Robbins

West Fields Farm,
Market Boswort h

North of
England

The Bishop of Salford

Rev. T. Fish,
D.O.

D. J. Jones,

Nottingham

T.1e Bishop of Nottingham

Rt. Rev. Mgr.
J . Bigland

H. G. Weston
M.A.

Liverpool

The Archbishop of Liverpool

A.C .A.

Dam Gregory
o.s.s.
I Bui.sseret,

J. Gavin

Grove Farm,
Panton
Priors Wood Hall,
Parbold

THE CATHOLIC LAND FEDERATION:

Chairman: The Rt. Rev. Mgr. J . Dey, n.s.o.

Hon. Secretary: Reginald Jebb, M.A., M.c.

see Appendix C : The Holy See and Distributism, for other matter.
If in the ensuing brief account, I give chiefly
the e~perience of the Midlands Association, it
is because I knew it best. I have no reason to
suppose that its experience was not characteristic of all.
Besides the "official" efforts, other private
or semi-private enterprises were begun at or
about this time at Langenhoe, Marydown, Laxton
and elSewhere. The communities of craftsmanship with a foothold on the land were very valuable to the movement, alld. exist and flourish
still at Ditchting Common and High Wycombe.
All were under Distributist influence.
Some two years we devoted to the hard pre..
paratory work of making the Association known
-writing lecturing and trying to collect money.
In this and t he later developments we were much
indebted to the greatest figure thrown up 1..
England by the Land Movement. Mgr. James
Dey, D.S.O. , at this time Rector of Oscott College and later Bishop in Ordinary to H.M. Armed
For~es.• had been a Distributist for many years.
He threw himself with great energy, and w1th
all the charm of his personallty and prestige,
into our work. Both for the Midlands Associat ion and iater for the work of the Lan~ Federation his help was invaluable. Practlca.lly all
the .;,ark of administration was decided at Oscott.
and by his courtesy it was the. scene .of every
conference held during the act1ve ~erlQd from
1930 to 1935 inclusive. His name, w1th. that ? I
Dr. McQuillan, must go down as pre-emment m
t he work we did.
With £66 in the Bank, the Committee decided in January, 1933, to accept the offer, b·;
Mr L L Green. of Leicester, of the tenancy o.
west Fieids Farm, Market Boswo~th . A Warden
(always a priest), Manager, Ba1.liff and Ho~
keeper ·were appointed. and tramees averag~ng
twenty in number were selected from the waitmg
Jisi of unemployeu and urban young men. Altogether. during our three years' running of the

Farm, we received some £2,000 in donations.
This would have been barely enough to provide
working capital for ouT farm of nearly 200 acres,
and even so, it came in a steady trickle over the
three years ; and a good part of it had to be
spent in groceries instead of in productive stock.
The farm, therefore, tended always to be understocked. but as the owner, on our giving ii ~ .
sold it for £300 more than he had given for 1t,
we may claim that we did not let the farm
down.
We had, of course, no precedent to guide u~
in the choice of applicants. Some of the most
promising wanted to leave quickly, and some of
the most unlikely turned out very well. Others
again were willing enough, but could not get the
hang of things. We made many mistakes, but
at the end of the three years we had six men
who could definitely have run a holding of their
own. Several others were in the final stages. •
In the last twelve months we ran an experimental holding called Little Frieslands. This
was of 22 acres, and the careful accounts showeu
undoubted success.
On taking West Fields, we took a copy of
Mr. Thomas Derrick's cartoon, showing Chesterton milking a cow. I was soon told by the
trainees that he was milking from the wrong
side. I never found a chance of telling him
about this, but the strict realism would have
delighted him.
We must now turn to the representations
made after some or all of the training farms
were 'in being, for help for the cost af training
and settlement.
.
As English readers will know, the system C' '
Unemployment Benefit permitted subsistence
payments only to the unemployed who were
genuinely seeking work. Work was defined as
insurable employment within industry, and all
the trainees forfeited their unemployment benefit on going to the farm . All representatiOnS, or

• The Bishop died on Victory Day, 8th June,
1946.

* These figures are exclusive Clf

severa~ men who
left to try their vocation in the rellg1ous life.
Most were successful. This was one of the
most unexpected results of our efforts.
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test cases, in the Royal Courts of Justice were
forbidden under the relevant Act of Parliament.
But in the modern sinister fashion, provision
was made for successive a;ppeals up to the Headquarters of the Ministry of Labour; as a final,
and now independent, court of appeal, equivalent
to a hearing in the House of Lords, a case could
be represented before a full-time Barrister, ap. pointed under the Act, and known as the
Umpire.
In February, 1933, as soon as the farm was
occupied, we began a test case to secure payment of unemployment benefit to the trainees.
It went through all its stages, and by July, 1933,
it came to its final stage before the Umpire. ~
represented the Association at this final hearing.
The Umpire, and the Ministry of Labour officials
throughout, I found personally sympathetic, but
officially without hope.
The case turned on whether the man remained technically available for employment in his
own trade. I said undoubtedly yes: we put no
pressure on any man to remain if an opening in
his own trade presented itself. Technically,
there was no doubt he was so available. ThiS,
they said, was not enough. Suppose temporary
work, say for three days or a week, were offered,
would the men take it? I said the same freedom
existed, but obviously he would not if he had
any sense. There was a general murmur that
we were being too honest. The trouble was that
the Association was trying to take men out of
industry. I said that seemed to be our chief
claim to consideration, as the only way of easing
the unemployment position. The Umpire decided,
and confirmed later in writing, that benefit
could not be granted under the terms of the Act.
In this way we deprived ourselves indeed Clf
benefit by telling the simple truth, but we proved
beyond question that no help was to be got out
of government save at the cost of leaving men
in a hopelessly overcrowded industrialism. That
men were so left to rot for eighteen years without any government initiative or help to get out
of an industry that did not want them, rema.ins
the ugly fact. It must not be forgotten : and all
the political parties were privy to it.
On 5th February, 1934, as soon as it became
clear that the scheme of training would be effective, I was instructed to send the following letter
to the Prime Minister of the time: neither it
nor the reply has been published hitherto.
5th February, 1934.
Sir,

,
I am instructed to submit to you, as the
Head of His Majesty's Government, the following considerations and proposals.
This Association is making a remedial contribution to the problem of unemployment by
training urban unemployed to be small farmers. It is the claim of the Association that
such training, followed by settlement, is the
only line which offers a remedy, as distinct
from palliation, of the problems created by
mechanisation and the loss of foreign markets.
That as such, it deserves the most sympathetic consideration of H.M. Government.
A Training Farm has been in existence
since February, 1933, for the training of
eighteen to twenty men, and it is already poss18

ible to say with confidence that the majority
of the trainees will succeed.
My committee has exhausted unsucces&.
fully the indirect means of obtaining government support. A Test Case for receipt of
Unemployment Benefit has been carried to the
Umpire, and rejected on the ground that the
Trainees are not ava ilable for industrial work,
and that they are being trained for a nonindustrial life. The points are no doubt conclusive under the Statutes. but they represent
in themselves the best possible claim to State
support.
A subsequent attempt to secure help for
direct marketing of flour under the Wheat Act
has failed even more definitely. The bulk of
the correspondence is printed in the accompanying Annual Report.
On the other hand, my Committee has
information that the Young Men's Christian
Association receives from H.M. Government a
grant of 25% in respect of land training of
boys, and that the admirable efforts of the
Society of Friends, both for allotments and
permanent settlement, are assured of a Government bonus of 100% or 50% on sums collected.
It will be seen from the enclosed Annual
Report that, besides the Training Farm in
existence, the Association propose the following extensions of its work : 1.-A second Training Farm.
2.-A Training Farm or Institute for women.
3.-A small number of Model Small Holdings
for the completion o! training.
4.-The acquisition of an estate for permanent
settlement.
It will be clear to H .M. Government that,
as regards administration expenses, other overheads and cost of running, the Association
compares very favourably indeed with any
other body.
The administration is; and will remam,
voluntary and unpaid, and even the paid
officers in charge of the Farm are in receipt
of nominal salaries, of which the highest is
£119 a year.
Without in any way criticising the work
of the Y.M.C.A., it may be pointed out that
in the training of boys already mentioned 10
weeks' training, with some after-care. costs £26
per head. This Association has trained fullygrown men for over ten months for £27 per
head (see page 10 of Report).
My Committee would also beg leave to
make a further point of great importance to
the future of the extensive Lanct Settlement
which will be an inevitable feature of social
policy in England. It seems certain that one
of the chief difficulties of post-war Land Settlement ha~ ~een of inducing the new groups and
commumt1es to cohere. It is an essential
fe&:tl!re of the Association's policy to use
rellgwus forces to cement its social and economic communities. and my Committee would
submit that these forces should be encouraged
by H.M. Government wherever poseible to
secure the rapid coherence of new communities. My Committee would welcome similar
appreciation and action by other religious

bodies, and would urge that these forces, lying
ready to hand, should be welcomed and helped
by H.M. Government as a most valuable aid
in a period of crisis.
My committee would be happy to place Its
proposals, thought out over a long period of
years, and its experience at the disposal of
any other religious body wishing to use them.
I am instructed therefore to request that
H.M. Government will give its sympathetic
and early consideration to the following submissions:1.-That H.M. Government should make for
the existing and future Training Farms a
retrospective per capita grant of 33~% 'or
the cost of training, subject to a maximum
of £20 per year per trainee.
2.-That H .M. Government should contribute
50 % of the cost o! equipment of the Model
Small Holdings (which should not normally exceed £250 each), per capita grant
as In (1) to be continued for one year, and
at half rate for a further year If necessary
In respect Of each trainee so established. '
3.-That H.M. Government should add 50 % to
any sums collected for the purcha~ and
laying out af estates for settlement and
communities. (Once the land training is
under way, it is the intention of my
Association to settle also sufficient craftsmen to supply the needs of the new communities).
4.-Alternatively, my Committee would welcome a 50% bonus up to a given ·maximum
<say £5,000 per year) covering all its activities.
I am to point out in conclusion that practically all the trainees have forfeited Unem.
ployment Benefit by taking up the training,
and that thereby some £600 has already been
saved by H.M. Government.
I am also to add that the fullest enquiry
will be welcomed, and that the Training Farm
may be inspected by arrangement at any
time. The Chairman and/or Secretary would
also be glad to wait upon your representative
to discuss details. A copy of the Rules of my
Association Is attached for information.
I am, Sir, Your obedient servant,
H. RoBBINS,
Hon. secretary.
The Rt. Hon. J. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P.
The reply, dated 27th March. 1934, was as
follows. Special attention is drawn to the fact
that no fresh legislation was passed or introduced between the date of our appeal to the
Umpire and the setting up of the Land Settlement Association in August, 1934.
10 Downing Street, Whitehall,
27th March, 1934.
Dear Sir,
I am writing on behalf Clf the Prime
Minister to tell you that the request you made
for a grant from the Government in aid of
the work of Lanct Settlement which you are
carrying on and propose to extend has been
carefullv considered. A number of similar
applications have been received from time to

time f!:'oln other bodjes, but the ~i't!Si!nt position is that there are no funds available from
which such a grant as you desire could be
made.
It Is understood that you have been In
communication with the Ministry of Labour
as to the possibility of obtaining assistance by
way of unemployment benefit or transitional
payments towards the cost of maintaining the
men during their periOd of training, and that
the restrictions imposed by the Statutes at
present In •force have been explained to you;
It Is not possible to bring training for land
settlement within the framework of the existing unemployment insurance legislation.
I am therefore to express regret that it is
not possible under existing conditions for the
Government to give you the assistance that
you desire.
Yours truly,
J . A. BARLOW.

The Hon. Secretary,
The Midlands Catholic Land Association.
Subsequently, the Ministers of Labour and
Agriculture, besides another Prime Minister.
were approached in similar terms. Replies were
in every case a decided negative. and it is of
some Interest that in no single case did the reply
include an expression of sympathy or thanks for
this needed and unpaid work from the Ministers
of the Crown.
After some time we were advised, unofficially,
that some concessions were being made <on
what legal basis?) following pressure by the
National Council of Social Service, but neither
the Federation nor lndiyjdual Associations were
invited to be parties to the discussions. A request
by the Federation, dated 17th June, 1934, to the
Minister of Agriculture to receive a deputation,
was also refused.
At this stage the centre Clf Interest pas!'.e~
to the Federation, which conducted further
negotiations.
The Catholic Land Federation made suStained and reasoned representations to the principal Cabinet Ministers. So far as the Catholic
Land Movement was concerned, the fullest representations to two Prime Ministers, the Ministers
of Agriculture and Labour and many others.
failed to elicit even an expreso;ion of verbal sympathy for the work of training being carried out
with such devotion and success.
More Influential bodies had greater apparent
success. and in August, 1934, the Land Settlement Association was set up by the Minister of
Agriculture with a preliminary grant of £50,000
provided an equal sum was forthcoming from
private sources. The dominant partners In this
Association were the Society of Friends and the
National Council of Social Service, with the
Carne~ie Trust co-opted later.
Astonishing privileges, and astonishing restrictions, were conferred upon this body. No
Government grants to other bodies would be
entertained. Unemployment benefits, hitherto
refused t.o thf' trainee-: for Rgrlcult.ure on the
ground that the law did not permit of them,
were to be forthcoming if the scheme had the
approval of the L.S.A. Of the restrictions more
is said below.
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The late Mr. F. N. Blundell was Invited by
the Minister of Agriculture to act as a foundation member of the Association and to serve on
il.s Executive Committee. Later, Mr. Blundell
in1ormed the Chairman of the Catholic Land
Federation that the Minister had informed him
that he represented the Federation. With characteristic discourtesy this interesting information was never conveyed by the Minister to the
Federation.
Mr. Blundell, a large farmer
eminent in public affairs, had little knowledge
of our aims or a! the strength of our case, and
in the peculiarly delicate situation no attempt
could be made to press him to insist on our
views.
It was at this stage that the nigger was discovered in the woodpile. It had been known for
some time that the Friends and the National
Council favoured the 3-5 acre type of specialised
holding. The Catholic Land Movement, although regarding this basis as unsound, offered
a warm welcome to the L.S.A., but naturally
hopeu and expected that the straight subsistence
farmin g for which the Catholic men had been
trained would also be given a share in the experiment. Indeed in its first printed manifesto the
L.S.A. proclaimed that its duty was "to experiment with all types ot smallholding."

T.he authorities of the L.S.A., in the full tide
of triumph, were curiously relucte.nt to entertain
any wider conception of their duties than the
3-5 acre poultry, pig or market-garden holding,
and curiously insistent that help could only be
given to unemployed men of mature years from
the Distressed Areas.
Mr. Blundell, at a meeting of the Catholic
Land Federation, was as curiously certain that
we could not hope to secure help for our own
projects, and his view proved to be correct.
Hence the disappearance of the Catholic Land
Movement from the scene of action. Hence, in
some measure at least, the Report of the Committee of Enquiry into Land Settlement published by H.M. Stationery Office on 9th December,
1939 (2/6 net).
It would be an ungracious task to indicate in
detail all the points where the Report discredits
the L.S.A. approach and administration, or to
show how by implication the principles Of the
Catholic Land Movement are justified. Only
essential points will be mentioned.
1.-The cost of settlement per holding has exceeded original estimates by 150%. The
estimate was £750. The actual average is
£1,854.
2.-Even so, the Committee has little conviction
that the bulk of the settlers will succeed
permanently. The costs continue .to mount
in many cases, and terrifying poultry
epidemics alone involved (e.g.) a special
grant of £9.577 to 85 tenants; a type ctf
liability inseperable from any form of
specialisation.
3.-The L.S.A. is criticised severely for its centrali~ed control and its alienation of the
sympathy of local advisory councils. This
centralised control cost £22 per settler per
annum. In addition, there was a loss on
"Central Farms" of £14 per settler per
annum.
It remains to consider the situation arising
from there essential points in th~ Report.
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The committee realises, Indeed, that Its
findings are not conclusive. It says (para 4)
"The Schemes ... relate to land settlement for
a particular class of men, namely, the long-term
unemployed. Any judgment on the operations
thus based on one special class would not neces..
sarily be true of land settlement In general."
The Committee, which approached the
matter without any pretence of agricultural
knowledge, might have added "or based on one
special type of holding."

This conclusion is valid, but undoubtedly the
Report will be taken widely to discredit all forms
of Land Settlement. The Economist, for example, lost no time in saying in its editorial comment on 23rd December, 1939, "As a means of
solving unemployment, land settlement on a
large scale is costly and uncertain."
We must take, therefore, every opportunity
of showing that the L.S.A. experiment was one
against which the scales had been hea.vily
weighted in advance. Whether the result had
been foreseen and intended by the Government
itself must be left to the judgment of the reader.
The proof is as follows : Cal It is implied by the Committee in para 17
that the L.S.A. was restricbed to the small
specialised type of holding by the Minister or
Agriculture, and certainly it was on Government insistence that only middle-aged men
(35-45 years) who hact been long unemployed
in .t he Special Areas, should be recruited for
<ett!ement (para 33l. This double handicap
confers upon the experiment the nature of an
attack on Land settlement rat.her than of an
honest attempt to prove its worth. By all
means try specialised holdings, and by an
zncans do comething •for the wretched victims
of Big Business. But it should have been by
way of dilution of a wider and more balanced
scheme, such as was afforded by the subsistence communities of straight farmers envisag>ed by the Catholic Land Federation.
(b) It is a platitude that with unemployment on
its actual scale and permanence any man put
on the land would reduce the unemployed
figure by one automatically. The field of recruitment should be general, not forgetting
the highly qualified class of farm workers. It.
is the disgraceful failure to provide hope and
outlet for this la.tter cla~s which has led to the
country's being confronted with an acute shortage of agricultural labour in the recent crisis.
The permanent waiting list of 4,000 countrymen approved but not settled under the Small
Holdings Acts must be the test of the sincerity
C1f the Ministry of Agriculture over the whole
sorry business.
(c) £1,854 sounds a lot of money. It is a lot or
money-much more, I think, than would have
been necessary under the full scheme of the
Federation. But let us analyse this sum by
t he best principles of high finance. The L.S A.
Trainees received subsistence grants on the
usual scale from the Unemployment Assistance
Bo:t.rd. They averaged 38/2 per week nP"
family . This sum, capitalised at 3% with a
sinking fund to extinguish the debt in thirty
:vears. provides a capital of £1,970. From thio
must be deducted any sums by way Of rent or
repayment from the settler. and surely the
second generation would succeed if the first
made rather a mess af it.

Unless, therefore, it can be shown that the
Land settlement exceeds £1,970 per family on
the average, there is no extra cost to the State
at all, unless in shame at the waste and despair
of a generation.
(d) The case for specialisation must be taken.
pending further evidence, to have failed. The
case for straight Land Settlement remains
intact.
An indication must now be given of the
settlement scheme itself, so peremptorily treated
by the Government's nominee, after being so
laboriously drawn up by the unfortunate (and
unpaid) group deputed by the Federation for the
purpose.
THE BOSWORTH SCHEME
It is not possible to reproduce the full text,

which runs to seventeen closely typed large
quarto sheets, but the following summary includes most of the material points of general
interest.
The Constitution, drawn up by a well-known
lawyer has been paraphrased in places, and the
purely 'legal anct administrative rules have been
omitted.
The •f ormulation of the Scheme was authorised by the F'cderation in October, 1934, when
we had been referred to the Land Settlement
Association by the Minister of Agriculture. The
Scheme was first submitted to the L.S.A. in
February, 1935, after considerable semi-official
con·espondence. As finally submitted, it strained
the principles of straight subsistence farming to
the utmost in order to meet the preliminary
objections of the L.S.A. (e.g., 12 acre holdings
instead of 20 acre as originally contemplated).
The discussions continued for nine months
until, on 17th October, 1935, the final letter was
received from the Secretary of that body.
It will be agreed that, whatever its defects.
the Scheme lacks nothing of practicability and
completeness. It seems certain that it is the
only Scheme for straight subsistence fa1ming in
community ever placed before an Association
which proclaimed that its duty was "to experiment with all types of smallholding."
The proposal is that Coton Priory Farm and
Upper Far Coton Farm. lying immediately to
the west ctf Market Bosworth, Leicestershire, be
acquired in order to start permanent community
settlement for trained men from the Catholic
Land Associations.
Coton Pl1ory is of 494 acres. Large house,
very large outbuildings, six cottages. Available
for £9,000. Possession in March, 1936. Well
bounded by roadfi on three sides. Well watered.
30 acres woodland.
Upper Far Coton is of 262 acres. Large
house and buildings, two cottages. Available for
£5,000. Possession in March, 1936. Well intersected by roads; well watered; 14 acres woodland.
West Fields Farm (188 acres) is adjacent
and is already in possession of the Midlands
Catholic Land Association as a Training Farm.
Its function could be adapted to that of a central
farm with technica.l advice, reserves of stock
and implemenoo, etc.
All the farms are of excellent quality and
In good heart. and are favourably considerect for
the purpose by competent local surveyors.

Settlement on Coton Priory, on a bcsi 8 af
20 acres per holding is preferred, but an a1terna.
t!Ve scheme for Upper Far Coton on a br.sis of
12-a~res holdings is submitted. ComparatiYe
detazls are as under (severely summarised) : Upper Far
Priory
Co ton
Acreage:Arable ........... .
280
182
Pasture ... .. ..... .
174
66
Woo::lland ....... .
30
14
Road 1rontage ... .
1am1s.
Hmls.
•House . ....... ... .
1
1
•cottages ....... . .
6
2
Costs: £
£
Farms ........... . 9000
5000
20 Houses ....... . 8000
8000
20 Outbuildings .. 4000
4000
Roads ... ...... .. .
200
200
t Livestock ........ . 1600
1600
Furniture ....... . 1500
1500
Umplements (Communal & Indiv.) 1800
1800
Water ........... .
400
200
Seed, etc ..... .. . .
300
300
Mainten., 1st year 3000
3000
Reserve and other
costs .......... . 2700
2600
Deduct for
Mortgages
Net cost to start..

32500

28:<:00

21130

19695

11370

8505

• To be reserved for administration and social
centres and for craftsmen.
t For a start; adequate stocking later.
; See Constitution.
The object in view is essentially to establish
a community of small holding farmers with their
allied secondary trades and crafts. The typical
unit of such community should be the small
yeoman farmer cultivating his own small farm
with the help of his wife and family and
minimum of hired help. Craftsmen such as
blacksmith, cobbler and tailor should be members of the community in order that as a whole
it may be self-subsisting to the greatest possible
extent. The Scheme contains provision, therefore, for accommodating such craftsmen. Furt.her, as the maintenance of the community as a
whole depends upon its spirit and ideals remaining those upon which it is founded, the presence
of a splritw:l and intellectual head in the shape
of a priest or schoolmaster is necessary. and for
the exercise of communal life a church, school
and village hall.
In order to secure homogeneity in the community, sound finance and a co-operative struCture, it will be necessary to fo1m a new Association on which the interests of the settlers and
the financial backers will be represented. A Constitution for such a body follows. The holders
are to be possessed of the fullest meas11re of
independence and liberty compatible with the
well-being and persistence of the community.
Holdings will be restricted fr~eholds , with the
main object of assuring the permanence of the
holdings as units of the community. Each settler
will be a member of the Association and bound
by it.s rules.
The holders should not be expected to refund
the whole cost of settlement. but only such sum
a!" m:ty be as:essed by the spor.sors. It is sug-

a
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gested that this should be In the neighbOurhood
of 60 per cent, and should be In the form C1f
Mortgages with annual repaymen ts on the
hoUS€6 and land; otherwise with freehold possession, restricted as shown in the schedule.
CoNSTITUT ION OF THE BOSWORTH GUILD

2.-0bject s.

The establishm ent and maintenance of the communit y or communit ies of
smallholders, craftsmen and others giving
practical form to the principles of the Encyclicals Rerum Novarum and Qua.dragesimo Anno.
To engage whether as principal or agent in
trading, agricultur al marketing , etc., and in
particular to undertake co-operative trading
by and on behalf of the members.
3.-Membe rs. (a) Any Association member of
the Catholic Land Federatio n; (b) tht:- owners
of holdings; (c) craftsmen of the community.
12.-Votes . A ma.j ority of the members representing the Federatio n have an over-riding
vote during the period of indebtedn ess to the
Federation . ·
16.-The Associatio n shall act as the exclusive
agent C1f every member for the purchase or
sale of any agricultur a l supplies, produce or
stock. The member on whose behalf the
Association acts in any particular transactio n
may be appointed the representa tive of the
Association for effecting the same (purchase s
of livestock, particular ly, were envisaged by
this concession).
17.-In the case of farm implements, live or dead
stock which by their expense, limited use or
otherwise are suitable for co-operative use, the
Associatio n may maintain a sufficient supply
of such implemen ts or stock. Use shall be
decided by the Committe e or by drawing lots.
24.-Profit s to the objects of the Association, to
reserve, or to the benefit of members In the
abSence of other liabilities.
SCHEDULE

Holdings will be sold to members of the
Association on the following terms : 1.-The holding shall be occupied anct cultivated
by the purchaser and shall not be occupied or
cultivated in conjunctio n with any other holdIng establishe d by the Association.
2.-The holding shall not be used for the purpose of market gardening, poultry farming or
any trade, business or profession other than
that of agricultur e.
3.-The purchaser shall not grant, sell, convey,
lease, let or alienate the holding or any part
thereof or interest therein otherwise than to
the Association without the prior consent in
writing of the Association.
4.-In the event of the purchaser desiring to
cease personal occupatio n and cultivatio n of
the holding, he shall give notice in writing to
the Association of such desire and thereupon
the Association may by counterno tice in
writing given to the purchaser within three
calendar months of the date of service of the
first mentioned notice purcha...c:e the said holding at such price as shall falling agreemen t be
determined by two valuers of estate agents one
appointed by each party or their umpire in
accordanc e with the provisions of the Arbitration Act, 1889, or any statutory modification or
re-enactm ent thereof for the time being in
force be determine d to be Its value as an agricultural holding. If the Association shall not
within the said time Intimate its intention to
purchase the said holding the purchaser may
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sell the same to any other person subject nevertheless to the provisions of paragraph (2)
hereof which shall be a restriction binding the
said holding into whosoever hands it may
come.
5.-I! th.a purchaser shall at any time (otherwise
than by death) cease to be a member of the
Association he shall be deemed to have given
such notice as is mentioned in paragraph (4)
hereof to the Association on the date when he
shall so cease to be a member.
6.-The expression "the purchaser " shall for the
purpose of these presents (save where the context otherwise requires) be deemed to include
the purchaser and his peTsonal representa t;vcs or any person becoming entitled to the
said holding by reason of the death of th<>
purchaser provided that unless any such last
mentioned person shall within six calendar
months of the death of the purchaser become
a member of the Association and commence
personally to cultivate the holding the Association may within three calendar months of
such period of six months by notice in writing
addressed to the "Owner" and left at the said
holding require the holding to be conveyed to
the Association at a price fixed in manner
mentioned in clause (4) hereO'!.
Driven back thus on our own resources, the
Midlands Association having wasted much time
on what proved to be a meaningle ss offer by a
weaithy man, decided to seek permissio n to
make an appeal under Catholic a,usplces, to
settle on holding~ carved from West Fields Fa rm
five of the men already trained, and to keep the
rest as a smaller tralnmg farm. The whole cost,
including purchase of the farm, was carefully
estimated to be no more than £6,000.
I can best give the remaining history in the
words of my Annual Report for 1935, presented
at the Annual Meeting of 26th March, 1936.
The unremitti ng efforts of your Committe e
and of the Catholic Land Federatio n to secure
recognitio n by the Governme nt of the work of
the Movemen t were entirely fruitless. Negotiations with an unsympat hetic Land Settlemen t
Association have also failed.
·
Correspon dence during most of the year with
a prominen t Catholic gentleman who intimated
his wish to help the Association have also been
abortive, as no co-operati on with or constructi ve
criticism C1f the various schemes submitted to
him could be elicited.
In Septembe r, your Committe e was forced
to the conclusion that the only hope for the
Association and Its unfortuna te trainees was to
Inaugurat e a small scheme of settlemen t, based
on the purchase of West Fields; to set up four
or five holdings as a demonstra tion In force, and
to retain the balance of the farm as a smaller
Training Centre. The total cost of this scheme
would have been no more than £6,000.
His Grace the Archbisho p of Birmingh am•
was approache d on 24th Septembe r for his authority to proceed with an appeal to the Catholic
and ~eneral public. It was. of course. explained
to H1s Grace during the interview that it was
approval and support. not financial aid, which
were sou(?ht a.t his hands.
. His Grace decided to remit the whole positiOn to a forthcomi ng meeting of the Hierarchy ,
and on 15th November forwarded the ·following
letter to your Secretary : • The Archbishop died 1st April, 1941!.
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THE CURATE'S EGG
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11 the end of June this year, the Conser-

vative Party issued The Agricultural
Charter: A Statement of Conservative Agricultural Policy (xn.
It was produced largely under the auspices of Mr. R. A. Butler, M.P., whose Education Act of 1944 is being administered so
enthusiastically by the Labour Government.
It is both striking and disedifying that
the Charter contains no. confiteor for the
Party's wanton neglect and hostility towards
farming and domestic food production. On
the contrary, it seeks (p. 7) to make Party
capital out of past Labour actions. We would
not draw attention to this except that confession as well as a firm purpose of amendment is necessary to a sound future. It will
be enough, here, if we refer our readers to the
callous rejection of improved domestic food
p!oduction·made by Mr. Neville Chamberlain
at Kettering, early in 1939· He was then
Conservative Prime Minister of England. It
is, indeed, notorious that for long eoough
that Party has been concerned (and concerned
exclusively) with the welfare of Big Business.
Even now, the Charter's chief anxiety is to
press (e.g., P.P.· 16 and 24) for reforms such as
quick-freeze. plants, piped water and electricity, which are concerned intimately with Big
Business. Artificial manures are nowhere
criticised, and tractors and other machinery
are pushed (not to say forced), but the disturbing decline in work-horses is nowhere
mentioned.
To justify our title, we must add that
the Charter does say (p. 6): "No other country in the world has such a small proportion
of its total population working on the land."
It also pr~ses .(p. 13) for balanced production,
and we may infer, if we choose, small mix
farms, although these are nowhere mentioned. Nor is the ·best method of securing
maxinlum production per acre anywhere dis·
cussed.
,It does not criticise County Committees
as such, bqt it criticises their detail very
·
·
. .
savagely.
There are twO. ~y short J:~a5$~S
(pp. 25 a~ 43) on small holdiriS!· They .are
not mentioned elsewhert, and ate n~~
discussed.

In 1932, as mentioned elsewhere in this
issue, the Birmingham Branch of the Distributist League sent a copy of the Birmingham
Scheme with a covering letter to every Member of Parliament, and to a number of members ~£the upper J::Iouse.. -r:here was then an
.
etfecttve Conservative .maJonty.
The ~ranch rece1~ed only three replies,
two of ~h1ch were ~noted postcards.
Th1s Charter will not do. We are on
the very. verge of des~ration, ~nd maximum
p~oductzon per acre 1s essent:l.al t? our surv1v~l. As our readers know, there IS only one
.
bas1s for that.
And as we sa1d fifteen years ago [The
Charter] ina~ put money in somebody's
pocket. It will not solve the problems of
England.

IN ARMED MEN
INDUSTRIALISM has sown the Dragon's
teeth, and they are springing up in armed
men.
We are happy to announce two more
such armed men, in the important field of a
·
sound soil.
A distinguished Edinburgh group is
making a solid and useful attempt to carry
.o~ the work of Sir Albert Howard by founding a new Quarterly-Health and the Soil.
d it heartily to all our readers.
We co
The first number, Summer, 1948, is well
worthy of its predecessors, if we make the
necessary reservation that the Master's hand
has gone. The Editor is Dr. Angus Campbell, and the address is 48 Mann Place, Edinburgh 3· The first issue is 2/6.
We are also happy to announce that our
friends across the Channd are enjoying a
formidable reaction. A French ·society,
L'Homme et le Sol, has been started, with the
sort of solid backing we should ·expect from
that realistic race. French official circles,
strangely unlike our own, seem to be giving
serious support. · The Secretary ~ M. Andre
Birre, ~5 Rue Louis-le-Grand, Paris, 2e; The
· 'mportaht monthly, La Sante de l,Homme,
dev~ a whole issue recendy ~o c,pm~
ero.ton and he:ilih.
We wish ~both theSe brave ~prists
~v:ery ~ua:ess-.

·

